On the other hand the critical composition can be interpreted in terms of several different models /2/ including a localized model /5/ which is an extension of that once proposed by Jaccarino and Walker
161.
The FexSnl-x amorphous alloys is a good candidate to make valuable contribution to this charge transfer problem since electron density measurements can be carried out simultaneously on 5 7~e and 'l9sn nuclei using Mijssbauer spectroscopy. Details about preparation, electrical resistivity measurements, 
-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
Efdssbauet spectra measured at RT on 'l9sn and 5 7~e isotopes can be mainly described in terms of broad, more or less asymetrical sextuplets for PexSnl-x alloys in their magnetic form. As explained elsewhere /11/ a composition dependent mean is isomer shift can be defined for both tin and iron and determined from the geometrical centroid of the spectra. These mean isomer shift data are presented in figure 1 The electronic density at 'l9sn nucleus is larger in amorphous than in crystalline material, despite a bigger atomic size ; it must be ascribed to reducing in covalency effect. Thus we will assume that an ideal amorphous pure tin metal would have a 2 2 5s 5p configuration and then Q0(a-sn) 2 3.27 m. 
